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ABSTRACT 

TOPIC: A RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX THAT DERIVES ITS 

FORM THROUGH RESPONSE TO THE SURROUNDING CON· 

TEXTUAL CONDITIONS SO TO SET IN HARMONY WITH THE 

ENVIRONMENT AND GAIN MAXIMUM BENEFIT FROM THE 

SITE LOCATION. 

FACILITY: THIS FACILITY WILL BE A MULTISTORY RESI

DENTIAL COMPLEX ENRICHED WITH RETAIL, RESTAU· 

RANTS, CAFES, PARKS, AND PUBLIC PLAZAS. THIS 

CENTER IS MEANT TO BRING NEW LIFE TO THE HUDSON 

RIVER SHORE AND SURROUNDING AREAS. 

CONTEXT: THIS PROJECT WILL EXPLORE THE AMENI

TIES OFFERED BY THE REDEVELOPMENT OF THE PREVI· 

OUSLY INDUSTRIAL SHORELINE OF WEEHAWKEN, NEW 

.JERSEY. 
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PREFACE 1 rn!El[QllQl!Al == PREFACE 1 

In today's technologically advanced society we tend to hold on to 
the archaic building and design technologies developed at the time of 
the industrial revolution. These modern times call for an architecture 
that is responsive to the s ite and to the function that the structure is 
intended to serve. Architecture that responds to internal and external 
forces enable a building to sit more harmoniously with environment, as 
well as be more pleasant to the user. Design in this way can form a 
dynamic, responsive, and contextually positive artificial environment in 
which we may all live a more pleasant life-style. 
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THEORETICAL BASIS ILeJ• IEJ :QJ [QllAJ :: THEORY! 
Theoretical Basis 

Since the earliest recorded civilizations, nature has been the 
blueprint from which humanity abstracted built form. Primitive 
civilizations based their architectural practices from insect, bird, and 
animal structures. These models for building included the nests of the 
Australia bowerbird, the mounds of African termites, and the combs of 
honeybees. 1 The forms and characteristics of nature's structures deal 
directly with the surrounding environment and applied forces. Nature's 
efficient use of materials, methods, and forms stem directly from a 
unique solution to a contextual concern. 

"Nature's living organisms are never the result of contrived image; 
they are the direct creation of the immediate circumstance of the 
environment, of function and purpose and all as an integral part of a 
vast, living order. " 

- Eugene Tsui 

Fig. T1 African Termite Towers 

Fig. T2: Bower Bird nest compared to 
structure of primative hut 
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THEORETICAL BASIS llEJ• [E]g[glA] :: THEDRYI 

Nature is the model for efficient design and construction practices.2 

By studying these simple, yet highly practical natural structures, 
primitive man developed a base knowledge of building principals on 
which architecture would be developed for centuries to come. 

As knowledge of building practices became more refined, the 
Ancient Egyptians and Greeks began a more sophisticated study of 
natural forms, and the human body, to abstract them as proportioning 
systems. Through the study of geometry the circle, triangle, and 
rectangle where used to derive harmonious proportioning systems for 
their temples, shines, and other significant structures. These 
civilizations believed that the proportioning of natural structures were 
divine and use of the systems promoted harmony with the gods. 3 

This use of human proportion continued through the Roman 
dynasty and is written about in the earliest know architectural literature, 
Vitruvius' Ten Books of Architecture. This is most notably illustrated in 
Vitruvius' model of the ideal human figure surrounded by what was 
considered the most perfect geometrical forms, the circle and the 
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square (the Vitruvian Man). The Romans went on to invent the 
technology to put their philosophies into practice with the development 
of arches, domes, and vaults . These formsare structurally stronger 
and more economical of materials than the earlier post and lentil 
structures of the Greeks and Egyptians.4 

Following the Romans, organic architecture lost its divine 
perception and fell to the wayside until the rise of the Gothic. Gothic 
architecture absorbed the elements of Greek geometry and the 
remnants of some pagan Celtic art from the Middle East, art that 
depicted organic forms such as plants and animals in abstract 
expression. Masons of the Gothic period revitalized sacred 
proportions and use of natural forms producing structures based on 
circular diagrams and constructed using derivatives of the Roman 
arch and vault. The new pointed arch shed load more economically 
than that of the rounded Roman arch, thus producing buildings that 
were higher than ever before. These soaring structures were done with 
a lightness and delicacy never before believed possible, a recurring 
statement of the power of natural forms. 5 

--------10 



THEORETICAL BASIS 
During the Renaissance the idea of science began to impose 

on the practice of organic architecture, although with some notable 
exceptions. Classical scholars such as Leonardo Da Vinci , 
Michelangelo, and Alberti all produced writings during this period 
urging the understanding of nature and its ties to the built environment. 
Michelangelo held that understanding of the human figure was 
essential to the understanding of architecture. Alberti states that the 
building must function as a whole much like an organism.6 Da Vinci 
believed human invention was of "a second world of nature," based on 
the first. Da Vinci based many of his inventions on the study of animal 
and plant life, all stemming from a theology that all of nature's forms 
are perfectly designed with no inadequacies or redundancies. 7 

''Although human genius through various inventions makes 
instruments corresponding to the same ends, it will never discover 
an invention more beautiful nor more economical than nature 
because in her inventions nothing is lacking and nothing is 
superfluous." 

-Leonardo Da Vinci 
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Fig. T5 Da Vinci sketches of flying 
machine 



THEORETICAL BASIS l[E]• [f)g(g[AJ :: THEORY! 
Leonardo regarded nature's creation of the structure of the human 
body to that of the construction of a building by an architect.8 

These traditions established during the early Renaissance and 
Antiquity continued to be discussed and developed, and was 
somewhat reborn into mainstream thinking by the Gothic Revival of the 
Nineteenth century. Architects such as John Ruskin, Augustus Pugin, 
and Viollet-le-Duc drew inspiration from the forms and processes of 
nature and promoted medieval building traditions in a reaction of the 
overly scientific view of the late Renaissance.9 It is during th is period 
that the tectonic view of organic architectural theory begins the be 
developed. Tectonic organicism considers nature as a model for 
constructional processes. The idea that architects should not try to 
copy nature, but to study the properties and characteristics in which 
nature employees and utilize these principals to exploit new materials 
and building processes.10 

During the late Nineteenth century, these ideas can be seen in 
practice in the work of Antonio Gaudi. Although Gaudi's work is at the 
surreal and rather bizarre end of the organic spectrum, his close 
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THEORETICAL BASIS lreJ• !EJg(Q][A] :: THEORY! 
observation of natural forms, and his advancement of material use and 
structural systems, places him at the forefront of the organic movement 
during his period. Upon the coming of the modern movement, several 
internationally renowned architects continued to observe the rules of organic 
architecture throughout the Twentieth century, including Frank Lloyd Wright, 
Alvar Alto, Bruce Goff, Bart Prince, and Santiago Calatrava. 11 However, for 
the most part these architects are not noted for their use of organic forms, 
but for their innovative and superior design skills. It has not been until the 
late Twentieth century that organic architecture has begun a reemergence. 

"Industrialization has created a culture more concerned with 
conventional form than relationship." 

-Eugene Tsui 

With a renewed interest in the natural environment during the late Twentieth 
Century, society has spawned a renewed interest in the integration of the 
built environment into the natural environment. There is a growing concern 
about the idea of universal designs and an increased demand for structures 
that react specifically to contextual conditions. 

i--------------13 
Fig. T7 Kuwait Pavillion by 

Santiago Calatrava 



Issue #1 THEORY ISSUES l(e]li!LEJg[Ql!A] :: THEORY! 

Form and Composition: 

Goal: The complex's form and composition should react to and 
utilize the contextual forces around it. 

Performance Requirement #1 
The design of the complex should open up to primary views on 

the Manhattan skyline and to views of the water to the north and south. 
There should also be a consideration made to views of the complex 
from the two opposing shorelines. 

Views north and south from 
site towardr the water 
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THEORY ISSUES l[E]• [E]g[QJ[8] :: THEORY! 
Goal: The complex's form and composition should react to and utilize 
the contextual forces around it. 

Performance Requirement #3 
The complex should open up valuable land area on the 

shoreline for public use and build over the uninhabitable water area. 
The land can then be used to form a public park area for use by local 
residents and add an attractive entry to the complex. 

Conceptual plan of park space 
fronting entry bridge 

space 
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Issue #2 

Environmental Impact: 

Goal: The project should incorporate materials and systems that limit 
the negative impact the structure has on the surrounding environment. 

Performance Requirement #1: 
Structure and foundation systems that limit the buildings 

footprint on the river bed should be used to conserve as much of the 
natural habitat as possible. Floating structures or sunken pile 
foundations can elevate the main structure above the river floor so to 
minimize footprint. 
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THEORY ISSUES llEJ• [E]g[g!A] :: THEORY! 
Goal: The project should incorporate materials and systems that limit 
the negative impact the structure has on the surrounding environment. 

Performance Requirement #2: 
Skylights, operable windows and shades, and ventilation 

systems should be incorporated to reduce the complexes 
dependence on artificial lighting and HVAC systems so to further 
reduce the building's harmful presence. 

Natural air ventalation 
for cooling 

• 

Sun shades to provide 
natural light with little 
heat gain 

• 

Skylights provide 
natural light deep in 
interior spaces 
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Issue #3 

Integration 

Goal: The architecture of the development should be integrated with 
natural elements so to compliment each other. 

Performance Requirement #1: 
Public plazas and seating areas should be shaded by both 

architecture and natural elements. 

Natural an d architectural 
sun shades 

Natural shading Natural shading with 
building overhangs 
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Goal: The architecture of the development should be integrated with 
natural elements so to compliment each other. 

Performance Requirement #2: 
Natural elements and architectural objects should be used to 

emphasize key areas, such as entry-ways, within the project. 

Trees and gate frome entry into the 
complex interest points 
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Goal: The architecture of the development should be integrated with 
natural elements so to compliment each other. 

Performance Requirement #3: 
The architecture of the design should offer areas in which 

nature can be integrated into the facade and interior spaces of the 
building. 

Glass atriums allow planting 
on the interior 

Recessed facade details 
provide space for integration 
on nature 
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antiago Calatrava 

Sataoles Station 
Lyon, France 
1989-1994 

High-speed train 
station connected to the Lyon 
airport, designed for the 1992 
Albertville Olympics. This project 
is an example of organic 
abstraction without literal imitation. 
The profile of the station is derived 
from the form of the human eye. 
The eye is used due to the fact that 
Calatrava believes the eye is the 
gateway of the world into the mind. 
The form is also meant to embody 
the ideas of flight and passage 
with its soaring wing-like 
structures. The project illustrates 
the ideas of organic form and 

architectural expression in design 
principal, without coping nature. 
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ARCHITECTURAL PRECEDENCE l!:eJ• [E):eJ[QJIAJ :: THEORY! - ------ --...an 1ago Calatrava 
Mobile Pavilions 
Lake Lucerne, Switzerland 
1989 

These pavilions were 
designed for the seven-hundredth
anniversary celebration of the 
Helvetic Confederation. The pavilion 
floats on a concrete deck and 
moveable roof structures control 
sun light. The pavilion was inspired 
by the practicalities of a flower and 
incorporates the natural mechanical 
motion of the flower's petals in 
relationship to lighting conditions to 
form the moveable roof structure. 
The project demonstrates a modern 
abstraction of natural forms in both 
form and practical reaction to 
contextual conditions. 

. . r-- ,. ' 
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ARCHITECTURAL PRECEDENCE lreJ• lEJ:QJ[Ql!AJ :: THEORY! 
Kolatan/Mac Donald Studio 
Resi-Rise 
Manhattan, New York 
2005 

A high technology high-rise 
residential complex with a 
permanent structural frame on to 
which customized living units are 
attached, like vertical housing lots. 
This project illustrates the ideas of a 
building growing like a living thing 
and deriving its form from the 
contextual influences. The building 
grows and evolves according to 
influences such as views and 
adjacencies, and graphically 
illustrates the theoretical concepts of 
reaction to conceptual issues to 
evolve a building form. 
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FACILITY TYPE 
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FACILITY OVERVIEW j[P] ffl • !CJ!Ql!AJ :: F"ACILITYI 
the projects are underfunded and incomplete, and many of the 
current designs are unresponsive to the site and poorly integrated 
with the public areas. With the addition of the preliminary plans for a 
new light rail transit system that would connect the waterfront with 
surrounding inland communities, this area offers great opportunity for 
architecturally responsive design and development. 

With so many amenities in the area, there needs to be an 
attractive centerpiece to compliment and anchor the surrounding 
developments. A new type of residential development on this 
waterfront could bring elite occupants to the locale to take 
advantage of the newly available amenities, not to mention the 
spectacular views of the city and the river, bringing with them 
investment money and pol itical clout, major bonus's for continuing 
development of the New Jersey shore line. A mixture of this 
residential with retail, restaurants, bars and even cultural/ 
entertainment venues, coupled with rich public spaces, would 
attract local residents and tourists, thus creating a dynamic 
atmosphere and bring new life to this struggling area. 
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FACILITY OVERVIEW lfPlffl • [CJ [Ol !AJ :: F"ACILITYI 
The proposed project would incorperate a series of retail and 

restaurant spaces, set in a public plaza, accenting a high-end 
residential complex. This mixture of public spaces with private living 
will offer occupants all the luxury of an urban development set in a 
unique site and attractive site. With the addition of a public park 
area on shore and residential viewing areas to the city, the living units 
of this facility will be very attractive to tenants. 

The new structure would stand along the waterfront edge of 
the Hudson River Waterfront Walkway and continue out into the 
Hudson River, standing like an actor on a liquid stage, backed by 
a surrealistic view of magnificent Manhattan island. The 
development will integrate high technology with specific design 
responses to the needs of the site and the society. The structure 
would stand as an icon for the east Jersey shore and a model for 
waterfront development. 

;----.--------30 
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Mission Statement 
Provide a center of attraction, entertainment, and living to the 

New Jersey waterfront while benefiting proposed public areas and 
park spaces. Thus bringing life to an area devastated by years of 
industrial use and neglect, and plagued by poor planning and 
architectural response. 
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Issue #1 

Public vs. Private 

Goal: The occupants of this residential development must 
feel safe and secure with the close integration of public sectors, 
just as the public must feel free and uninhibited while in the 
development. 

Performance Requirement #1: 
Use of transitional spaces are to act as a buffer between 

public sectors and private sectors of the project. Transitional 
spaces, such as lobbies should act as psychological and non
aggressive physical barriers to delineate the transition of public and 
private areas. 

--------32 

Lobby offers 
transtion between 
public and private 

Transition occurs in both 
plan and section 



FACILITY ISSUES l[P]!TJ. [CJ [QIAJ :: F'ACILITYI 
Goal: The occupants of this residential development must feel safe 
and secure with the close integration of public sectors, just as the 
public must feel free and uninhibited while in the development. 

Performance Requirement #2: 
Clear differences in spatial quality can retard the public 

intrusion into private areas. Shortening of site lines, spatial 
compression, and material variations should be used to achieve 
spatial differences. 

Material variation 
provides transition 
zone 

Sight lines shortened by 
elements to provide privacy 

Visual barriers in plan 
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Goal: The occupants of this residential development must feel safe 
and secure with the close integration of public sectors, just as the 
public must feel free and uninhibited while in the development. 

Performance Requirement #3: 
Integrated security devices to guard against intentional 

intrusion should be incorporated. Devices such as door locks, security 
cameras, and manned entry stations can defend against such attacks. 

Security cameras monitor public/ 
semipublic areas 

Restricted access doors protect 
private areas of the building 
from intruders 

Man ed security stations 
offer additional protection 
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Issue #2 

Circulation 

Goal: Offer a comfortable system of ci rculation methods by 
which public, private, and working occupants can function in 
harmony with one another. 

Performance Requirement #1: 
Pedestrian lanes should narrow and widen according to 

designed usage. The pathways should be narrower in transitional 
areas and then widen upon entering areas designed for sitting and 
standing activities. 

Pedestrian lanes widen al 
seating spaces. 

Lanes widen at plazas 
and interchanges 
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Goal: Offer a comfortable system of circulation methods by which 
public, private, and working occupants can function in harmony with 
one another. 

Performance Requirement #2: 
There should be sperate elevators and stairways for 

residential occupants and service needs within the structure. 

Ill 
~ -
~ 
[J) 

Service areas are seperated 
from tenat circulation areas 
by stair wells. 

I .. 

Service entrances 
seperated by walled entry
way. 
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Goal: Offer a comfortable system of circulation methods by which 
public, private, and working occupants can function in harmony with 
one another. 

Performance Requirement #3: 
Points of access by different modes of transportation should 

be clearly separated and visible to visitors while allowing easy 
access to all common areas. 

Transportation areas separated 
with a use of levels 

Entry areas approach from 
different directions. 
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ssue 

Community 

Goal: In order to attract and retain tenants the complex must 
offer the residence a sense of community with their other residence 
in order to provide a comfortable living environment and enjoy the 
living experience. 

Performance Requirement #1: 
Occupant common areas must be incorporated into the 

plan of the residences in order to bring occupants together in 
comfortable situations. These could include common lounge 
areas, laundry facilities, exercise rooms, or garden spaces. Open 
corridors also promote comfortable passing conversation. 

--- -----38 
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Resident passage ways 
open onto commons areas. 

Commons areas located 
at the termination of 
two corridors. 
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Goal: In order to attract and retain tenants the complex must offer 
the residence a sense of community with their other residence in 
order to provide a comfortable living environment and enjoy the living 
experience. 

Performance Requirement #2: 
The dwelling units of each resident must be located in close 

proximity to these common areas so to promote participation by all 
members of the community and not alienate certain occupants. 

Units located in radial 
pattern, addressing 
commons ares 

Commons areas located on alternating 
levels, each with unique function. 
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ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 
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PUBLIC 
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ACTIVITY ANALYSIS - PUBLIC j[P]ffl • § [i5j !AJ :: f'"ACILITYI 
Shopping - Visitors be actively shopping in retail stores of varying 
types throughout the development. Shoppers will include permanent 
occupants, visiting locals, and tourists attracted by the many 
amenities of the area. 
Design Response - Retail space should offer large storefronts with 
electronic advertisements, customizable by each tenant, fronting onto 
the public plaza. 

Dining- Patrons to the facility will be dining at restaurants and cafes 
located within the development in order to take advantage of the 
views offered by the sight. These dining establishments will provide 
dining services as well as areas of relaxation and observation. 
Design Response- The cafes and restaurants of the development 
will provide customized atmosphere with open views to the city, 
plazas, and the river depending on the availability of open sight lines. 
Flexible outdoors space will be provide to add to the dynamic 
atmosphere of the area. 

S T OR£1'RDNT AND SIG N IUll£ 

AOOR£••1NG PUBLIC SPA C E 

C Pl!:RA B L £ £XT £RIDR W ALLS 
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Site-Seeing· Tourists and locals alike will visit the development in 
order to take in the breath taking views of the city and the river in both 
the day and nighttime hours. 
Design Response- View decks and platforms on public areas 
should provide spectacular photographic and casual observation 
opportunities for all visitors. Residents will also have viewing 
decks in private areas of the development as one of the many 
luxuries available to them. 

Relaxing/Observing- A certain number of patrons may be 
attracted to the site in order to relax and observe others. They 
may undertake personal activities such as reading, painting, 
sleeping, and eating. 
Design Response- Provide shaded and unshaded areas in the 
development in which people can detach themselves from the 
crowd and simply observe the surrounding environment or 
conduct personal activities. These areas should be vegetated 
patches, benches, or staircases that front onto popular or high traffic 
areas. 

TRll:ll:& SHAOINGI PUBLIC SPACll: 

TR£11:S ANO ARCHITl!:CTURAI. SHAOINO 

D ICVICll:& 
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TENANTS 
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Living- Occupants will be entertaining, reading, watching TV, and 
conversing with visitors, spouses, and friends within their homes 
daily. 
Design Response- Each unit will have a central commons area of 
the house that will act as the public domain of resident's private 
homes. This space should suit many of the activities described 
above and be flexible enough to accommodate additional
unprogrammed activities as well. 

Dining- Occupants will be eating within the unit on an average of 
twice a day. 
Design Response- Space will be provided in close proximity with 
the food preparation area for several occupants and guests to eat. 
This space will function as a more intimate space than other public 
areas. 

VI.CW• F"RCM DIN/Na AR£A 

living Dining 
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ACTIVITY ANALYSIS - TENANTS j[P]Ef] . [g][QllAJ :: rACILITYI 
Food Preparation- Occupants will be preparing and storing food 
in the dwelling units for personal consumption. 
Design Response- Food storage areas should be physically 
separated form the kitchen area by cabinet/walk-in doors for health 
concerns. The food preparation surface should be smooth and hard 
for ease of cleaning, while being resistant to heat damage. 

Bathing- Occupants will be bathing and grooming on a daily 
basis. 

Food Storage 

F'DDD •TDRADlt IN ICITCHlt 

0 

Counter 

Design Response- Each unit will offer private space for bathing off 
of the main living space and the sleeping areas. It should offer 
separate areas for sink, toilet, and shower/bath usage, and be 
physically separated from other areas of the unit. 

SPACE DEVISION IN BATHINO ARCA 

Sleeping- Occupants will be sleeping in the units nightly. 
Design Response- Space should be provided in each unit for 
sleeping with noise controlling wall systems and window coverings 
that control light levels while addressing privacy issues. 
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Work- Some occupants will perform certain job tasks out of there 
home on varying schedules. 
Design Response-A flexible space should be provided to be 
customized by the occupant with provided amenities such as 
internet and telephone access. 

Exercise- Many occupants may exercise as part of a healthy life
style. 
Design Response- Resident common space equipped treadmills, 
weight training equipment, and open aerobic areas should be 
provided. The space should incorporate mirrored walls for proper 
technique observation and resilient rubber floor coverings to prevent 
damage to floor surface. 

Internet 

$ 
~one 

HCMIC Cl'rlCIC INF'l.J•TRl.JCTURE: 

1111.JSBE:R F"LCO IN/3 TO PROTECT 81.JS•F"LOOR 

MIRRClflCD WALLS IN £X£1fCIB£ AR£AB 
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Laundry- Occupants will wash clothing and other cloth articles 
weekly. 
Design Response - Resident common laundry faculties should be 
accessible twenty-four hours a day and incorperate a tenant only 
security system to prevent unauthorized entry. It should also provide 
an area for sitting while waiting for laundry to finish. CCN TRCL.L£D A CC£BS DDCR T C LAU NDRY 

seating 

+, I I I I • 
S .fATINa ARJ I N L.AUNOR Y R OOM 
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SPATIAL ANALYSIS 
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RESIDENTIAL UNIT 
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SPATIAL ANALYSIS· RESIDENTIAL UNIT l[P]ffi • [C)[q!A] :: F'ACILITYI 
Space: Living 
Function: Act as a public space for guests and entertaining, and a 
recreation and relaxing area for occupants of the unit. 
Users: Unit occupants, guests 
Activities: Reading, watching TV, social interaction, relaxing 
Character: 
The living space should be more open than other spaces with the 
warmth and comfort home. This space should offer a flexible plan for 
various activities and furniture arrangements depending upon the 
preference of the occupants. 
Performance Requirements: 
1. Space should open onto adjacent spaces to increase volume 
perception 
2. Primary views should be of surrounding context elements should 
be held from this space. 
3. Natural light should be incorporated to give the living space energy 
and a warm, welcoming atmosphere. 

LIVING AREA AS REL.ATEO TO OTHrR SPACES 

WINOOW SHAO£S PROVIDE NATURAL. 

L.laHT WITH MINIMAL. HEAT aAIN 
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SPATIAL ANALYSIS· RESIDENTIAL UNIT l[P) ffJa [CJ [QIAJ :: FACILITY! 
Space: Kitchen 
Function: To provide a space for food and utensil storage, and food 
preparation. 
Users: Unit Occupants 
Activities: Cooking, cleaning, food storage 
Character: 
The kitchen should offer some open views to adjacent spaces and 
offer a sanitary environment for food preparation. The kitchen should 
offer a mostly fixed plan with room for storage of food and cooking 
utensils, as well as, integration of necessary appliances. 
Performance Requirements: 
1. The space should have under-counter storage as well as wall hung 
storage. 
2. The space should have a proximity relationship to the dining and 
living areas. 
3. The kitchen should be arranged with efficient work triangle for food 
preparation. 

KITCHE N A • R El..AT E C TC OTHE R SPACES 

WORK T RIA NO£ WITHIN TH£ 

KITCH E N 



SPATIAL ANALYSIS· RESIDENT IAL UNIT j(Ei][TJ . [CJIQIAJ :: f"ACILITYI 
Space: Bedroom 
Function: Offer a private space for personal activities and sleeping. 
Users: Unit Occupants 
Activities: Sleeping, relaxing, reading, dressing 
Character: 
The bedroom should offer a private space, separate from other 
pubic and private spaces in the units and beyond. The space should 
feel intimate and secure to provide a comfortable environment for 
sleeping and relaxation. 
Performance Requirements: 
1, The bedroom should physically divided from pubic areas of the 

house with workable screens or doors. 
2. Operable window shades should be used to control light, views, 
and privacy. 
3. The space should be equipped with sound insulating systems in 
the floor, ceiling and walls. 

DP£RA9L£ WINDDW9 IN aL££PINO 

SPACC 

SOUNO BA.RRICJR IN BLEEPING AREA. 

SLrEPING AREA. Aa R£LAT£0 TO OTHER 

SPACEa 
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SPATIAL ANALYSIS· RESIDENTIAL UNIT l[P)IIJ • !CJ[i5llAJ :: F'ACILITYI 
Space: Bathroom 
Function: Private space for bathing and restroom use 
Users: Occupants, guests 
Activities: Bathing, grooming, dressing, restroom use 
Character: 
The bathroom should offer a secure, private environment for 
personal activities located in close proximity to living and sleeping 
areas. 
Performance Requirements: 
1. Storage space should be provided for personal hygiene products. 
2. The space should be physically separated from all other areas of 
the house for privacy. 
3. Counter space should be provided for at least two occupants to 
use of the space simultaneously 

• 
i i' 1. 
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SPATIAL ANALYSIS j[p]ffl • !CJ[QIAJ :: F'ACILITYI 
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SPATIAL ANALYSIS- COMMUNITY j(P]Efl • [CJIQ!AJ :: f"ACILITYI 
Space: Exercise 
Function: Offer a convenient area for residents to work out on a 
verity of equipment, and offer a comfortable space for residents to 
meet and socialize. 
Users: Residential tenants 
Activities: Running, stair climbing, weight lifting, boxing, aerobics 
Character: 
This space should offer a variety of gym equipment and open space 
for users to do a multitude of work out related activities. The space 
should be well lit with an open floor plan for ease of access to all 
machines and activities. 
Performance Requirements: 
1. The space should offer mirrored walls for technique adjustments. 
2. Acoustical wall and ceiling coverings should be incorperate for 
noise concerns. 
3. Rubber floor coverings should be used to minimize damage to 
floor surface by weight equipment. 
4. Controlled access doors should be incorperated to prevent 
unauthorized access and provide security to users. 

Rus\JE:R FLOORING TO PROTE:CT lSUS· F"LOORING 

CONTOLLED ACCESS DOOR8 



SPATIAL ANALYSIS· COMMUNITY 
Space: Laundry 
Function: Area in which residents can wash clothing and other 
personal affects 
Users: Residential tenants 
Activities: Washing, Drying, Folding, waiting 
Character: 
The space should be functional and convenient to the residence of 
the complex. It should offer counter top areas for various activities 
and banks of machines for washing and drying. The space should 
also offer areas for sitting and waiting, as well as dispensers for such 
things as soap and fabric softener. 
Performance Requirements: 
1. The space should offer machines in banks on the wall and in 
central islands. 
2. An area for product dispensing machines should be provided for 
convenience. 
3. A comfortable sitting area should be provided for users to rest 
while doing their laudry. 
4. Controlled access doors should be incorperated to prevent 
unauthorized use of the facilities. 

j[P)[T] . [CJ[g[AJ :: F"ACILITYI 

seating 

•• • 
SE:ATINO ARE:A IN LAUNDRY ARE:A 

CONTR'OLLE:D ACCE:&S DOORS 
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SPATIAL ANALYSIS· COMMUNITY j[P]lTJ• [CJ!DJIAJ :: f"ACILITYI 
Space: Community Space 
Function: Offer a comfortable area in which residential tenants can 
meet and socialize. 
Users: Residential tenants, guests 
Activities: Socialization, card games, watching TV, reading 
Character: 
The space should be located off of major circulation routes and in 
close proximity to residential units in which tenants can go a 
participate in various activities with other tenants outside of their 
private units. 
Performance Requirements: 
1. These spaces should offer sitting areas, gaming tables, and 
entertainment equipment for tenet use. 
2. These spaces should incorporate the same material palette and 
detailing as the rest of the building so to keep the character of the 
rest of the complex. 
3. Areas should have a convex spatial arrangement so to encourage 
social interaction. 

0Prt:N •PACICB AT TH£ INTll:R8£CT/ON OF 

0P£N 8PAC£S ALONG CORRIDOR 
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SPATIAL ANALYSIS· COMMUNITY j(P]ffl • [C) [QIAJ :: F'ACILITYI 

Space: Parking 
Function: Private Parking for residential tenants 
Users: Residential tenants, guests 
Activities: Parking 
Character: 
Open area with good visibility and light for safe parking of vehicles. 
Performance Requirement: 
1. Structure should be one of controlled accessibility to ensure the 
protection of residents and personal property. 
2. This space should be within five hundred feet of the residential 
area for convenience to tenants 

1-1 
..... 

PA.lflCINll Ol• TA.NCIC l"ltOM l.IVIND A.RE:A 

CDNTRDLLl!D ACCE:B• P ARKING STR UCTURE: 
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SPATIAL ANALYSIS HeJffl• §[glAJ :: F'ACILITYI 

PUBLIC 
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SPATIAL ANALYSIS- PUBLIC 

Space: Lobby 
Function: Act as a transitional space between public and private 
areas of the development and to provide visitor orientation services. 
Users: Residential occupants, visitors, security personal 
Activities: Private entry, public entry, security services 
Character: 
The lobby spaces should be defined by a formal entry area into a 
space more intimate than that of the public areas outside. The lobby 
should offer physical barriers between the visiting public and the 
private residences. 
Performance Requirements: 
1. The lobby should allow controlled access to private areas of the 
complex through controlled access doors and security monitoring. 
2. The space should be smaller and more intimate than public areas. 
3. A higher quality material palette should be used to delineate the 
transition of public to private. 
4. Sitting space should be incorperated for visitors. 

lfPlITJ•lCJ[Q~ :: F"ACILITYI 

1.DBllY t.A'l'DUT F'DR al!Pl!RAT ON O F" 
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SPATIAL ANALYSIS· PUBLIC 

Space: Retail 
Function: Leasable space for various types of businesses for 
Users: Retail workers, shoppers 
Activities: Shopping, inventory, delivery 
Character: 
Each retail space should be flexible and customizable to fit the 
character of the respective retail tenant. Flexible floor plans and 
facades that are visible from public areas will be needed. 
Performance Requirements: 
1. Commercial mechanical/electrical systems should be provided to 
each space. 
2. Open floor plans and non-intrusive structural systems should allow 
retail tenets maximum flexibility of spacial arrangment. 
3. Large store frontage and electronic advertisement should 
address the public plaza space. 

l[P]ITJ • !CJ[Q[A] :: FACILITY! 

PU8LtD AREAS AS RELATED TO RETAIL ARl!AB 

fil£TAIL CJP£NS TC PUBLIC A .. £AB 
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SPATIAL ANALYSIS· PUBLIC 

Space: Restaurant 
Function: Leasable space for restaurants and cafes for dining and 
snacking 
Users: Development patrons, residential tenants, wait staff, 
management, and kitchen staff 
Activities: Dining, socializing, service, cooking 
Character: 
Each restaurant space should be flexible and customized to reflect 
the character of each respective eatery. There should also be a 
direct connection between the public area and the interior space with 
available space for outside dining. 
Performance Requirement: 
1. Commercial mechanical/electrical equipment should be provided. 
2. There should be two distinct spaces, one for kitchen and one for 
dining within the space. 
3. The exterior wall should be operable and allow the facade to open 
to available views and outdoor dining. 

lrPJITJB [C][g[Al :: F"AC I LITYI 

C"'lt-111.£ ltXTERICR WAl..1..11 TC PRCVID£ 

CUTDCCR ltATINa 11PACE 
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SPATIAL ANALYSIS- PUBLIC lfPlffl llJ [C)l§lAJ :: f'"ACILITYI 
Space: View deck 
Function: Viewpoint for public sightseers and residents 
Users: Public, residents 
Activities: Observation, photography 
Character: 
Open spaces for viewing the Manhattan and Jersey City skylines, as 
well as the river and shorelines. 
Performance Requirement: 
1. Open areas with unobstructed views in several directions should 
be available. 
2. Sitting, photographing, and observing off of major pubic areas 
should be accommodated. 

--------64 
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SPATIAL RELATIONSHIP 
SEMI-PRIVATE 
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lfPlmliJ[C]fQ@J :: FAc 1 L1Tvl 
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ARCHITECTURAL PRECEDENTS l[P]ffl • [Ql [§IAJ :: F"ACILITYI 

Herzog and De Meuron -
Apartment Block in Basel, 
Switzerland 
1992-1993 

This project was chosen 
because of its successful injection 
of a modern building type in a 
traditional neighborhood and the 
use of industrial materials coupled 
with natural materials to create 
warmth and comfort in a small area. 
There are also very elegant 
solutions to environmental 
conditions such as a southwestern 
facade exposure. 
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ARCHITECTURAL PRECEDENTS l[P]ffl • [C] l§IAJ :: F"ACI LITYI 

Philippe Gazeau 
Housing for Postal Employees 
Paris, France. 
1993 

This project was chosen 
because of its elegant use of 
materials and incorporation of 
exposed structure as a design 
element. In this project there 
is also a coupling of industrial 
and organic materials in a 
small space. The use of 
materials and open floor plans 
create a space of comfort with 
clean, elegant lines. Operable 
metal shading screens offer 
light and heat control to the 
southern facade, as well as 
adding a dynamic and unique 
street frontage. 



WORKS C:::ITIED l[P]ffl • [CJIQIAJ :: F"ACILITYI 
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CONTEXT OVERVIEW j(E] [f][tj . [QJ[AJ:: CONTEXT! 
The site for this project will be on the west coast of the Hudson 

River on the shore of West New York. The site is directly across the 
river from Manhattan Island, adjacent to 57t11 Ave. The site offers 
several amenities in close proximity including Port Imperial, a major 
harbor and ferry port; located near the newly proposed Jersey City 
light rail transit line, and spectacular views of the Manhattan skyline. 

The entire eastern shore of New Jersey is under a major 
renovation process to take advantage of the available amenities 
and to clean up the sites previously used for industry, shipping, 
and railroad. The effort has been to develop the waterfront of the 
area with residential and mixed-use complexes, as well as plans 
for several public parks and a waterfront walkway. These 
proposals will allow access to the site by train, car, boat, and 
pedestrians; making the area a perfect area of a central urban 
development. 
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OBJECTIVE j(E]ffi(E] • (QJ[AJ:: CONTEXT! 
To create a waterfront residential and public center that will be 

an asset to the community and compliment the waterfront. The design 
will react to the contextual forces to produce a design that sits in 
harmony with its surroundings. 
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PROPOSED SITE PLAN jlEJ[fjlEJ. (d[AJ:: CONTEXT! 

LOCATED ON THE EAST 

BANK CF THE H UDSCN 

RIVER, ADJACENT TC 

57TH AVE IN MANHATTAN 

JUST NORTH CF THE 

LINCOLN TUNNEL 



NEW YCJRK CITY CLIMATE DATA llEJffllEJ• (ci [AJ :: CONTEXT! 

Average Annual Temperature 

High - 62° F 
Low - 46° F 
Mean - 55° F 

Record Temperatures 

High - 105° F 
Low - -4° F 

Average Precipitation 

Monthly - 3. 76 inches 
Yearly - 44.8 inches 

Snow Average 

Yearly- 17.6 inches 

Wind Average 

12.8 mph 

Wind Direction 

Summer - Southern 
Winter- Northwestern 

---- ----14 
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SITE DIAGRAM llEJ!IJlEJ• [dl8J:: CONTEXT! 
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s 1TE ToPoGRAPHY I LeJl±llElmta~== c::aNTExTI 

THE SITE CONSISTS OF TWO • l, 
TEIRS, AN UPPER TIER 

APPROXIMATELY 200 FEET 

ABOVE THE LOWER TIER 

WHICH OPENS ONTO THE 

HUDSON RIVER. THE TWO 

TIERS ARE SEPARATED BY A 

STEEP CLIFF AS ILLISTRATED 

BELOW. 

SITE SECTION 
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DIAGRAM ILLISTATING THE 

LOCAL LIGHT RAIL, 

AUTOMOBILE, AND FERRY 

BOAT ROUTES AS WELL AS 

PRIMARY VIEW AREAS AS 

RELATED TO THE RIVER AND 

CLIFFS. 

SITE DIAGRAM l[BtIJ(E]• [f51 [81 :: C:::DNTEXTI 
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SITE PHOTOS llEJl±JltJB [dl:4J:: CONTEXTl 
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SITE PH OTO s llellIJ[E]• [Ql lAJ :: ca NTEXTI 

Site at Ground Level 

CliffVegeta ion 
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CONTEXT ISSUES l [E]lfl(E]• li5J~:: CONTEXT! 

Issue #1 

Weather 

Goal: The structure will have to react to the forces of the wind, 
rain, and snow fall, especially on the waterfront were these forces 
can act on a structure unimpeded by outside barriers. 

Performance Requirement #1: The facility will have to be designed 
to minimize the effect of wind on public areas. 

Built forms help shelter public areas 
from wind Trees form a protective wind 

block for public areas 



CONTEXT ISSUES l lEJlfj[EJ·[d~:: CONTEXT! 

Goal: The structure will have to react to the forces of the wind, rain, 
and snow fall, especially on the waterfront were these forces can act 
on a structure unimpeded by outside barriers. 

Performance Requirement #2: The facility will need adequate 
drainage systems to shed water as well as systems to shelter 
business and residential entries. • 

Angled roof structures shed 
water away from pedestrian 
areas 

Building overhangs protect 
pedestrian walkway 
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CONTEXT ISSUES lleJ!fj[£O]• [QJ[AJ:: CONTEXT! 
Issue #2 

Marine Forces 

Goal: In order to take advantage of the river the development will 
have to take into consideration the forces such as waves and currents 
that may develop within the river. 

Performance Requirement #1: The structure will have to be 
designed so that wave forces are dissipated properly on the exterior 
of the building and are not transferred through the structure. Use of 
angled and rounded exterior forms can aid in achieving this. 

Angled surfaces deflect wave 
forces 

Curved bu/ding sections break 
wave action 
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CONTEXT ISSUES j[Ej[f]lEJ• [QI~:: CONTEXT! 

Goal: In order to take advantage of the river the development will 
have to take into consideration the forces such as waves and currents 
that may develop within the river. 

Performance Requirement #2: Currents will need to be mapped 
and measured in order to ensure no possible structural strain will be 
placed on the facility, and so that the possibility of the development 
being struck by floating debris can be minimized. 

Current mapping around 
development 
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CONTEXT ISSUES l(E]ffilEJ• [Ql [AJ :: CONTEXT! 

Issue #3 

Cities' Edge 

Goal: With the site being located on such an open environment 

and transitional space between two major metropolitan areas, the 

concept of termination and transition between the two areas must 

be considered. 

Performance Requirement: The development must tie into the 

urban context surrounding the site and then offer a termination 

point so that the facility relates to the city and does not seem out of 

place. Major axis, views, and connections must be determined and 

responded too. 

Continuation of axis from urban 
fabric 
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l[EllfllEJ•[Ql~ :: c:: a NTEXTI 

ARCHITECTURAL PRECE 
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Burgess, Hugh 
Floating Marine Community 

Design for a conceptual floating city off the shore of 
Hawaii. The project demonstrates a unique approach to dealing 
withe the problems of marine structures. The city rests on a 
floating platform in which the concrete floatation cycliders are 
beneath the surface to remain stable, and the platform sits 
several feet above the water to allow currents and wave forces 
to pass through the complex. The complex includes several 
buildings including: educational facilities, office buildings, an 
entertainment, and a harbor. The driving force behind the design 
is to offer an option for human kind in the wake of a population 
growth in the future, and a lack ofland area to sustain it. This 
project illustrates some unique structural elements and design 
composition in a water based context such as mine. 

l[ElffllEJB[QJ~:: CONTEXT! 
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Gruzen Samton Steinglass Architects 
Hudson River Center 

A proposed design for a multi.use facility on the bank on 

the Hudson River in southern Manhattan. Housed in the facility 

are spaces for a 500,000 sq. ft. convention center, hotels, 

residential developments, feny boat terminal, marina, and retail 

spaces. This project was chosen because ofits mixture of 

residential , retail, and other amenities built on the water front. 

The design features compositional and structural elements that 

stem directly from its water-born site. These elements physi

cally illustrate a possible solution towards a unique site and 

program that is quite successful in aesthetic appeal and function. 



WORKS CITIED llEJ[fJ(E] . [Ql[AJ:: CONTEXT! 
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l[P]ffi[f][CJ• !AJ :: DESIGN! 

DESIGN DOCUMENTATION 
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PROCESS ILeJEiJ[E][QJ·~ :: DESIGN! 

Schematic Concept 
The original concept for this project was to design a residential complex that would 

extend out into the Hudson River, thus preserving the open land that was currently present 

and which I saw as the major amenity to the site. However, in early stages of schematic 

development the concept switched from building out into the water to building into the 

cliffs that lined the west side of the open land in stead. This design decision not only solved 

the problem of leaving the open space, but also acted as a bridging element between the 

upper and lower levels of the cliff, which currently physically divides the urban fabric above 

from the shoreline. These images demonstrate early stages of design process, the section to 

the lower right side being the primary concept retained from these early design solutions. 

Schematic Elevation 91 

Section Diagram 

(jJtJ> J!fu,,.,,,., -~ =<ff'" 

Schematic Section 
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PROCESS lleJ[T][E][CJ • !AJ :: DESIGN! 

Preliminary Design Development 
Early in the design development of the cliffside complex, the building 

lent itself towards the idea of planted roof gardens due to the terracing that 
would be necessary to build on such an extreme site. The building was also 
meant to bridge the areas above and below the cliff, so the roof gardens 
became a driving concept for connecting the upper and lower areas of the cliff. 
This concept was what would eventually derive the building's form. The build
ing section to the right shows the concept of a series of buildings cascading 
down the face of the cliff, but not fully masking the natural cliff wall. The facade 
is meant to interweave with the natural cliff face so the building and the cliff sit 
in harmony with one another. The schematic elevation to the right diagrams 
the idea of a continuous roof surface that would connect the various the build
ings as well as the upper and lower cliff areas. 

While working out the schematic design of the building it became nec
essary to break the building into buildable phases due to the project's scale. 
Therefore, my project was focused onto the first phase of this larger idea. The 
first phase consisted of street front residential, parking facilities, and two pri
mary lobby spaces used for the future installation of diagonally oriented eleva
tor systems that would give direct access to the upper building areas, as well 
as, the topside of the cliff. This is the diluted program that the final design 
response is based upon. 

Entire Building Section 

Schematic Building Elevation 
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Theoretical Basis 
DESIGN RESPONSE l[eJ[I][F][CJ • !AJ :: DESIGN! 

As per the contextually based theory of my project, the building's form 

is derived directly through the buildings internal function and the external 
contextual condition that the building must react to. The roof plane becomes 
the primary focus of the building, and a major amenity of the built structure. 
The parking garages are partially buried beneath the cliff face with the central 
lobby space connecting the two as well as offering street front access. The 
streetfront is lined with residential units that look out to the waterfront and the 
Manhattan skyline. The building footprint is based off of the topography of 
the cliff and existing street that runs along the base of the cliff. 

Circulation 
In order to offer residents privacy from the street and a buffer from 

traffic and noise, a louvered circulation wall fronts the building to the street. 
This wall not only offers privacy functions but also serves to tie the elevation 
of the building together to give the design a more cohesive overall facade. 
This circulation wall also permits a more dramatic presentation of the vertical 
circulation of the building, which is the basis for the building design. The 
entire building form is meant to express the idea of vertical movement, which 
is the buildings primary function, to serve as a base point for the upper areas 
of the building development. This expression of vertical circulation can be 
seen in the articulation of the roof ramp, the facade based stairways connect
ing the roof plane to the ground, and through the sculptural circulation wall. 

.. 
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DESIGN RESPONSE j[p][T] !EJ[CJ • !AJ :: DESIGN! 

Planted Roof Plane 
The roof plane of the building essentially became the buildings "fifth fa

cade." This network of planters, paths, and decks is the most unique aspect of 
this design. The building extrudes the natural landscape into the Z dimension, so 
no open space is lost to the building footprint, it is simply displaced. The roof 
plane is separated into three separate areas. The lower area is a circulation 
ramp for pedestrians to access the elevated entrance, office spaces, and upper 
residential sections of the building. The second and third tiers are primarily for 
use by residents as semiprivate roof gardens and leisure decks. Each tier has a 
sperate entrance and circulation system, and all can be accessed from the interior 
of one of the two main lobbies. The eventual completion of the entire ramp would 
improve the surrounding context, in that, the plane would continue up the cliff 
face, thus, making the cliff a usable environment for people. This not only pre
serves the current open space but goes as far as to open up additional usable 
space that was not previously existent, which was the primary goal in the contex

tual response of this site. 
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DESIGN RESPONSE l[P]!IJ[E]lCJ• !AJ :: DESIGN! 

Apartments 
The residential units of the building are lined to the street front, all with 

direct access to the outside, except for five units located above the northern 
parking garage. These units are separated into three apartment types, each 
dependant on there location within the building. The sloped roof plane allows for 
a two story apartments is some locations, but only one story units in others. 
Single bedroom units are located above the parking facilities. Each apartment 
plan was designed in a way to maximize views to the waterfront and skyline. The 
front wall of each apartment is continuous tinted glass, so to maximize views 
while retaining some privacy. The plan layouts are such that the public living 
areas are oriented to the west (towards the waterfront) and the living areas are 
positioned to the rear. Light is maintained to all areas of the plan due to exterior 
walls on both the front and rear of the majority of the plans. The one bedroom 
plans are such that both the living and sleeping areas are located on the glass 
wall for light, while service spaces are pushed to the rear. This is due to the fact 
that these plans only allow for one exterior wall within the residence. The plans 
are left as open as possible in order to allow for maximum light penetration and 

views. 

• 
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Second Floor Plan 
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Elevation 
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Garage Elevation 
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3-D Structural Model of the 
Streetfront Residential Units 
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Planted Roof Section 
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Bird 's Eye of Roof Plan 
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Lobby Entrance 
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Upper Rooftop Entrance Front Fascad and Screen Walls 
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Bird's Eye From Above 
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